
Workshop: Convening 17
Wednesday May 16, 2:45 - 4:15 pm, Sirkus

Katapult Future Fest is designed to create action towards reaching and transcending the UN SDGs. 
The selected topics at KFF18 are therefore taken through a four-step model starting with a keynote 
presentation, continuing into an in-depth fireside chat and a panel discussion, before rounded off in 
an all-engaging workshop with speakers and participants side by side. There will be 16 workshops 
taking place over the two festival days, providing hands-on activities that create real output. 

At Katapult, we believe that the best way to solve the big problems in the world is through busi-
nesses and collaborations that exist to solve problems and provide value to humans and our planet. 
Businesses that exist for this purpose has the potential to be more competitive and give better 
return on investments, and technology will be an important driver to scale solutions and solve these 
problems. This is why at KFF18, we want to think impact, talk impact and do impact together!

We also want to discuss the big issues and navigate towards a future world that is thriving, positive 
and happy for all people going into the big changes that are happening in the next decades.

Convening 17 - The role of technology to deliver education in a world of mass migration

We will be exploring the role of technology and impact investment ot create exponentially scaling 
solutions to the growing challenge of education for displaced communities. We will explore the 
contextual challenges and investment opportunities as well as sourcing innovations that are 
addressing the 6 innovative solutions identified at Skoll World Forum. 

Intro and facilitation by Avary Kent from Convening17
Co-facilitators: Ida Sofie and Celine (Emergence School of Leadership)

Design process:

“Contrary to the impression that you might get from the newspapers—that we’re living in a time of 
epidemics and war and crime—the curves show that humanity has been getting better, that we’re 
living longer, we are fighting fewer wars, and fewer people are being killed in the wars.” --- Steven 
Pinker, Enlightenment Now

Today we have the technology to solve even more challenges. But while the world may be getting 
better, that doesn’t mean it’s perfect. Not by a long shot. There are huge challenges left to be 
solved. To address those challenges, we must work together, and we could make huge progress by 
being smart about how we use new, exponential technologies. 

At the KFF WS you will be guided through the session, and work in smaller groups to identify 
opportunities, before discussing with larger groups and eventually sharing the results with every-
one.

https://www.convening17.com/skoll-world-forum-2018-event-summary


The workshops:
-       One topic
-       24 participants.
-       90 minutes (see below)
-       4 key opportunities
-       1 leaf ceremony for the Future Tree.

Suggested program track: 

When Life Gets Re:Coded - Alexandra Clare
Sirkus, Tuesday, May 15 at 11:50 - 12:10

Super Panel - The (Un)Learning Society
Sirkus, Tuesday, May 15 at 12:30 - 13:00

Education for the 21st Century - Joshua Fost
Langhuset, Tuesday, May 15 at 13:30 - 13:45 

Educating Future Societies: Learning by Being through Design Thinking - Grant Linscott
Langhuset, Tuesday, May 15 at 13:45 - 14:00

AI for Education - Anna Nordell
Langhuset, Tuesday, May 15 at 14:00 - 14:15

PANEL: Education - Moderated by Muriel Clauson
Langhuset, Tuesday, may 15 at 14:15 - 14:35

Aftermath:

The hands-on activities you are participating in today are not limited to this single workshop. 
FutureTalks.co is bringing together 100 leaders - cross sectors, nationalities and ages - on an Arctic 
expedition to spotlight what future we want - when everything is becoming possible. The FT com-
munity will take the challenges on.

In addition, collaborators of KFF will be taking the outputs we create here and carrying them 
forward, implementing them in talks and workshops in upcoming events. Thank YOU for helping to 
drive real, tangible change. 
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